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c. W. BERENDA, Unhenlty of Oklaboma
Occ~ionally it becomes interesting to watch what happens when men

think about problems vaguely telt to be connected but whose connection
is not clear at the start of such thinkigg. Ideas seem to come into mind
from various sources and combine loosely in various ways-none too
logically or systematically. Perhaps no clear conclusions or detinite
hypotheses are reached. A sort of "mental game" Is played with ldeas
certain aesthetic juxtapositions of thoughts may occur in this so-called
"stream of consciousness."

This sort of thinking may well go on before a scientific hypothesis
l'omes into articulate form in the mind of Ii scientist. In the following
llrtide on "The Procrustean Bed of Science," I have allowed myself to play
this game of ideas concerning problems vaguely and long felt t() be conneeted
in some importllnt way"'-and am hoping that this way will turn out in
the end to be logical and systematf<>. Howeyer, my present major concern
is with the process of such thinking and not with the end per 'e. The
r('ader should not look for a systematic analysis here, but should watch and
perhaps enjoy the process itself-nnd try to participate empathically In
that process.

"Cnn Science Save Us?" asks George A. Lundberg. "Yes," he answers,
"if we spend for research in social science what we have recently been spend
ing (in billions of dollars) for the advancement of the physicai sciences."

A colleague of mine remarked on Lundberg's proposal: "People preter to
invest financially in physical scientific research because such investigation does
not threaten to question their morals and social values (even though the
results of such research, under their present morals, may threaten their
civilization!) But social scientific research is felt as a potential threat
a~ainst their customs and traditions."

In other words: Who can set limits or bounds to man?-man hlmselt!
Ralph Waldo Emerson declared: "Man is the dwarf, of himself."

What do we want-what are our purposes' Within the limits of our
conscious or subconscious goals, we set bounds to science itself. Aristotle'.
"tinal cause" (conceived as human purpose) operates in subtle ways to set
up "boundary conditions" within which various sciences can (or cannot)
carryon "objective" Investigations.

"Boundary conditions"-what are they? In physics they are quite impor
tant but often neglected in popular discussions. For example, in order to
predict how a cord of a certain length w1l1 vibrate when plucked, we must
know, among other things, the tensions on the cord al8umed !fated at 'bot", end,.
It, however, we apply impulses at one (free) end, the vibration on the cord
wlll move quite differently than if both ends are fixed, and the Impulse
applled, say, at the middle of the cord. The boundary (and/or the Initial)
conditions- of the cord (and impulse) are necessary information In order
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to predict· the cord'. nbrational behaT10r under lmpulae8. In tb18 example
tOB ean control the boundar)' condltloDL nu. 18 not alway. 80 In physlce:
the blItJal and boundal'7 conditions of planetal'7 motIon are "pven" (N
obllervatlona) and at present beyond our control

In blolol'1' and psychology the question of our control of boundary con
4ltlona ral8e8 certain embarass1ng and puzzUng queatlons, but even In phystcs
lOme problema arise: it seems tbat our ptlrp08e, ot inquiry and manipulation
of phy8fcal bodies may determine the initial and boundary conditions we
Impotle upon those bodies. In engineering, tor example, we may w18h a
Ample ot steel to stand up under certain Umits of stress (for carrying
lOme load), and we then Impose as a condition tor bending or breaking of any
partleular sample, this upper Umlt of stress. It obviously appears that there
18 human purpose in engineering problems, it makes itself felt in settlng
up Inltlal. or boundary, or Umlt1ng condition for physical experiments. The
"objective" inquiries ot the engineering physicist are set within the frame
work of human goals and purposes. To be "obJective" includes "having ob
Jectives!" But to be "objective" Is also to "allow the obser\'ed facts to speak
tor themselves," and to be "objective" is als;> to "allow the logical conse
quences of any rational inquiry to lead where they may." The word
"objective" has, thel"efore, several and rather different facets. And science,
aa a human enterprise, reflects these several facets and tries to integrau
them in itself. How successfUlly?

Old Procrustes used to force his gllf'sts to fit his bed by stretching or
cutting bis guests to size. (Tbe desire to get the "facts" to conform to a
given system of ideas is perhaps more ancient than the Procrustean bed.)
Have you ever seen a pidure of Pavlov's dog-the one whose conditioned
salivary reflexes were tested? The dog Is carefully boxed In a frame, stand
ing with legs bandaged and tied to the fnlme, and with the eyes bUndfolded.
The dog can bear Rnd swell and saUvate. The odor of meat and the sound
of a bell are rt,'en simultaneously as stimuli. The dog salivates. In due
time the sound of the bell Itlone brings on the sallvatlon. Everything 18
caretu1l1 checked-all tlle \'arlable are "controlled." Just two sensory stlmull
and one response are (presumably) involved. Everything else Is "held con
stant." I wonder! What is going on "inside" the dog who Is tied and blind
folded? How would you feel und(Or those (.'ODditlons1 Would you salh-ate
or perbaps Just froth at the mouth from fru~tratlon? And wbat about all the
other internal voriables? Why not tie up his tall (or did they?) and why
not plug up all hl8 Ilperatures, fure and aft? How "controlled" can an experi
ment geU Talk about Procrustean bt!dB!

Of course Pavlov was also trying to kf'ep the dog from moving around
durin, the experiments-but Is a dog tied up and blindfolded the same as a
dog movlnl freely and unsuppressed? "What do we want to stud)': a boxed
up, blinded dog, or a dog on the If)ose~ We set up the boundary conditions
In terml of our purposes. But are we always aware ot what those boundary
conditions may he doing to an intricate delicate organism? Yet what else
('an we do and sttll be "scientific" In our methods? But what do we leam
about "dolS" under such "controlled" condltions~ We learn abont a "con
trolled" dog. ShaU we now generalize what we have leamed to dogs (and
men) ill dally lite "tnatlous? We can try It-but the pmerallsation (as
U8tJ81) II doubtful, and In thls case perhaps espeelally 80!

Yes. we set up.. boundal'7 conditions in terms of oar P1II'J)08e8. What are
the purpoeee of Pavlov and his followers? In &eJ1eral, to tlnd out why aDd
how anlmals and men behave the way they do (In th(Olr normal milieu').
ID partleular, bo,,"ever, Patvlov has 80~ I'U1dJ.n« h7p0thesla: ·'CoodltJon.InC
of teoIG'e4 respoaeee (R) by Molal" stimuli (8) 18 .how animals leam."
In term. of that h7P0thesls, the boundary conditlOJlB of the experiment are
p~ 8tt QP. The bUnd-doC-ID-box Is ......~~' from otJIer 8tlmaU
aDd "controlled" a.Il4i examined III recard to a putl~ "Isolated" JlWPOD8e
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(salivation). Some things m8f be noticed in the way of S-R correlations.
under these laboratory conditions. WAa'.cOtlld AG,pet& " ao HOA oorreJG..
tlom .cere fOllftd~ I suspect that the Pavovians would inject the dog's spinal
cord with anaesthetic-thereby eliminating (or rather "suppressing"?) some
more suspected "variables." And if that didn't give results, they might
remove the head from the body and sustain the head's life by blood per
fusion pumps. And if that didn't work, they- might try eutting certain
nerves and even go in for cerebral lobotomies anel lobectomies. By thl8 time
they have a "dog" eut down to a mass of nerve fibers with nasal and auditory
sense organs and a salivary gland. And if they eut off all other nene
fibers save those synaptically "hooked up" from those sense organs to
the gland, positive results are almost guaranteed (If what 18 left of our dOl
is still alive-and if you still want to call that "life !") Procrustes could
really learn from these Pavlovians!

"Cheshire-Puss," said Alice. "Would you tell me, please, whieh way I
ought to go from here'f" "That depends a good deal on where you want to
get to." said the Cat. The Pavlovians certainly know where they want to go
and they seem to know how to get there. But some other psychologists have
become rather disinterested in the whole trip. I wonder why.

It is easy to get annoyed with the Pavlovian retlexologlsts, but it 18
not easy to propose alternative experimental methods or theories (though
the Gestalt psychologists have made some good stabs at it) ; and s:lmeUmes
the l'eflexologists are very careful to recognize beforehand what it Is they
are and are not doing, or trying to do. Thus Householder and Landahl,
(1 :1), who con<..'8rn themselves specifically with the supposed S-R events in
the organism, declare at the very outset of their work:

"Doubtless there are often and perhaps always countless other aecoDlpany
ing e\'ents within the organism and Interacting to a greater or lesser
degree with those events here mentioned, but no scientific theory can
account for everything, and still less for everything at once. We wish, there
fore, to define ~)Ur schematic rellcting organism as one consisting 8:>lely of
receptors (sense-organs), effectors (muscles), and a connecting set of neurons,
the whole and parts being affected by the physical or physiological environ
ment only insofar as thl8 acts as a stimulus via the receptors. We wish
to consider to what extent behavlor can be accounted for in terms of such
a model. In undertaking such an inquiry, we freely and expr.essly admow
ledge that much is left out, and we emphatically refuse to make any claim
In advance as to the range of the behavi,lr that can be so accounted for.
This is an empirical question to be experimE'nt811y decided. But a hyp:,thesls
cannot even be refuted until it Is dearly formulated." They further point
out that even their "neuron" is schematlZE'd and does not exhibit the func
tional complexities of the llvinjf neuron.

Surely all that is an honest statement. Instead of cutting down a
HYing dog to a collection of fbPd neuron paths with some receptors and
effectors at the E'nds of those paths. and then identifying t.he living dog with
such a collection. these scientists merely pro~se a slmplltled schematic.
mathematical model with certtlln defined propt"rties, and then see what
logical conclusions can be deduced therefrom that may correspond more
or less closely with a <'8rtain Umited kind of animal behavior. No claim Is
made that thia abstract model (even if verified In Ita particular area of
animal behavior) is The True Bi1'pzaftatiQft of even that area of animal
behavior. Other modebJ and other hypotheses may do 88 well, or better.•

As another case in point. we may ooD8tder the following quotation from
.James .J. GilMon, (2:2'H): "Is learned behavior mediated by the percepttoo
or is perception only an lnefdental aecompaniement of learned behavior ..•
do we adjust to the world because we see it or Is our eeelng of the workl the
result of our adjUBtlD« 1:0 it? Is learning a matter of 1D8lght or does InslPt

'.A cn.ea.aaa ~ ..artoua t.beoI'IeI4 ..... tuDdIOIl wm ... f...... a. w. 1tIn;r(I:llJJ.
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tollow upon' learning? The issue fa not merely a verbal dispute, tor dltterlng
opfDiona )1eld quite dltterent experiments. Neither fa it trivial, tor it in
vol"" a choice ot the direction in which a science shall move."

Bence, the basic type ot experimental set-up Is cho,en in accordance with
the theoretical and philosophical preconceptions of the experimentor. As
Bertrand Russell on<:e half jokingly point out: In the United States, the
experimental .ltuatlon tor learning gives us the picture of, say, a hungry
white rat chasing around in a "blind maze" with great pep, vim and vigour,
eventually solving its practical problem by chance hits and misses, trials
and errors (a la Hume) i while in Germany, we have, say, a hungry chimp
anzee quietly inspecting or surveying the total open situation in perception,
and by innate contemplation suddenly achieving at once an insightful solu
tion (a la Kant).

We have here once more the Procrustean beds made by scientists (1. e.,
PS1chologists). The answers to many questions are given via the choice of
basic methods or techniques of the experiments-which choice is itself
apparently guided by theoretical presuppositions that strongly force the ex
perimental data to fit those basic presuppositions. As already mentioned, the
experimental results are "objective" within the operational contexts s/lb
Jeotlvely chOl~en in accordance with some theoretical ideas or purposes. To
achieve wisdom at this point, is to recognize consciously and honestly what
we «(IUa scientists) are actually doing!

Man's need tor intellectual security in a complex world expresses itself
most otten In a persistent attempt to enclose that world within certain cate
gories of thought. Something to hold on to. It only we can forsee or control
obsened events, we feel more secure. And happy is the man who is secure.
However, there are various forms of this security. Self-reliance and honeRt
recognition of our IlInltations, In an observed world that is accepted as always
having some hazardous features, is a state of mind which can give sufficient
security and happiness to some men. I!'or most of us, however, security is
obtained through reliance upon some "order" believed to be quite external to,
and independent ot ourselves. Some system of fixed categories of explana
tion Is proclaimed able to describe that which e:l1ists in the "real world."
The history ot phll08ophy, science, and theology is replete with such proclama
tions providing Intellectual security for those who held to such beliefs. I
wlll not gainsay the right of a man to beUeve In such doctrines, but I submit
as an alternative proposal for philosophy of science the notion that all
categories of sclenticic explanation are formulated as tentative hypotheses
by men, and have some empirical and ullC'ertnin verifications or C'ontlrma
tlonB which do not prove (In any absolutely final manner) those hypotheses.
The desire for finaUsm and absolutism cannot, I believe, be satisfied by
sclentitlc concepts. Nevertheless, there are those philosophers and scientists
who feel to the contrary, and hope and believe that someday, somehow, the
'~rue Laws of Nature" will, at long last, be "discovered." Their conviction
may well for~ them to persist in thE-ir oneRt for ~nC'b "AbsfllnteR" and may
even drive them to uphold a particular hypothes1s as one such "abBolute."
Once more the Procrustean bed makes its appearan~: ad hoc assump
tions are devised to lave the "true theory" from any empirical inadequacies.
The theory Is chopped down or stretched out to tit upon the bed ot experi
ments. I am always amused in such cases, that the 8clentlst who does this
80rt of thing Is apparently not aware of the fact that Ae Is doing the chopping
or stretching, wbtle persisting In his belief that he Is still "discovering" the
''True Laws of Nature." Such faith is a wonderful thing! For without it,
I trQ8PeCt, much of our science would not have come into being. This seems
to be a progMafic Justification for such faith: it "gets thingf! done" In
science. Nevertheless, there appears to be a growing body of sctentists who
"get thlnlB done" without motivation by that particular ontological view.
Ken Ute DIrac and Heisenberg seem to do creative sclentlflc work under
the eonTlctlOD that they are merely formulating working h)'potheees able to
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predict logically what 18 given In experimental observations. The hypothe
sis Is not of a pictnrable "objective reality," but an Intellectual tool to deal
lUore or less adequately with the mutually describable world of more or less
reliable observations.

In a certain art museum In l'\ew York City there is a very provocative
statue by ( I believe) Rodin. It is provocative of puzzlement-and this,
h(>eause it seems to portray something manifestly absurd: a man's figure
from the waist up is seen busily engaged In usl~g a mallet and cbisel to
('arve the lower portions of his own body from a solid block of unformed stone.
~Ian is portrayed as self-ereative. How did tbis man get started "I From
whence the hammer and chisel and the initially necessary upper portions of
the man? There is here a richness of sculptured symbolism that defies
adeflnate verbal expression. Man can do nothing significant without intellect
/lnd the tools of intellect. but granted those llbilities, lUan Clln begin to carve
ont and control the rest of bis nature and mo<lify the world around him.
This is Procrustes in a new light: the "bed" of stone is shaped Into a man
hy that lil'ing intelligence which helps <llsUngulsh man from all other
erelltnres. It is easy to invoke an e~tcrnal deity In interpretinK the work of
Rodin, but I think it is even more Intriguln~ to "deify" man himself as the
('rea tor and modifier of his own essential being. Giyen man as Intellh:ence,
tlw rest may follow. For s~)m(', the Intelligpnce of man Is supernaturally
God-giYen, for others it comps through natural evolution of species. How
('ver, wben some of my theological friends have ht>urd me interpreting
Rodin's statue as "man's creative and selt-dlrective IntelIl~en('e" and neg·
nth'ely shake their hends, rhetorically asking: "But Who first put the mallet
null ('hisel and upper portions of man there?"-my non-der()~atory but rather
facE-tiouR answer is: "Rodin did that!" It Is man's conception of man that
s(>eOlS all important. Who can set boundaries to man? Man himself!
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